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Owners corporations are required to have an executive committee. The executive committee is like a management 

board, and are appointed each year at the annual general meeting. The committee members vacate office at the 

end of the next annual general meeting, a new committee appointed and so on.   

Many people are surprised at just how much power an executive committee has, and what decisions can be made 

on behalf of an of the owners corporation by the executive committee without consulting other owners. 

Given this, it becomes quite an issue if you think the executive committee is acting improperly, or just doesn’t care 

enough. If this is happening with your owners corporation, then there are a number of things you can do.  

Option 1 – Block the executive committee from making decisions  

A little known trick is how easy it is to block an executive committee from making a decision. Provisions of the 
strata legislation provide:  
 

“A decision of an executive committee has no force or effect if, before that decision is made, notice in 
writing is given to the secretary of the executive committee by one or more owners, the sum of whose unit 
entitlements exceeds one-third of the aggregate unit entitlement, that the making of the decision is 
opposed by those owners.” 

 
This process can be used to block a particular decision that you are concerned about, or to block all decisions. It’s a 
lot like a petition, only in this case they must listen if you get the numbers. The steps are as follows: 
 
Step 1: Prepare a notice stating that you put the executive committee on notice that the lot owners who signed the 

notice, whose unit entitlements exceeds one-third of the aggregate unit entitlement, oppose the making of 
that decision. 

 
Step 2: Get other owners to sign the notice, and write their name and lot number. You need enough owners so 

that the aggregate of the signatories’ unit entitlements exceeds one third of the total unit entitlements.  
 
Step 3: Give the notice to the secretary of the executive committee before the making of the decision. You can do 

this before the meeting, or even at a meeting of the executive committee.  
 
Option 2 – Force members off the executive committee – Special resolution required 

What about if there is a particular member, or members, who are often problematic? The owners corporation can, 

by special resolution at a general meeting, determine that a particular member or members (even the entire 

executive committee) vacate their office as a member of the executive committee. The owners corporation must 

then appoint replacements. It’s that simple. 
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For details on how to convene an extraordinary general meeting, see our article Convening an Extraordinary 

General Meeting.  

Option 3 – Convene an extraordinary general meeting specifically to appoint a new executive committee 

This one is quite a technical argument, and there may be differing views as to its validity. One view is that if an 

extraordinary general meeting is ‘convened to elect an executive committee for the owners corporation’, that: 

 The agenda for the meeting must include a form of motion for the election of the executive committee. 

 If an executive committee is elected, then the old executive committee vacates their office at the end of the 

extraordinary general meeting. 

However, whilst this is in accordance with provisions off strata legislation when given their literal meaning, there is 

always a chance that a Court or Tribunal may disagree that the literal meaning applies. Therefore, it is better to rely 

on Option 2 if you can. 

Option 4 – Election time, it’s all about politics and how you play the game 

It is a requirement of strata law that at every annual general meeting of an owners corporation that an executive 

committee is appointed, and at the end of the meeting, the old executive committee vacates their office. For some 

owners corporations the same members get appointed year in and year out. If you don’t like how they are running 

the strata scheme, then it’s time you do something about it. Take steps to get persons on the committee that you 

think can do a proper job of it. You need to think about who you want on the committee, and who you can get 

support from. Then, make sure your candidates get nominated. See our article Executive Committee Nominations 

in Strata  for more details. Finally, lobby around, play the game of politics, and inspire other owners to support your 

group and to vote for them. 

Option 5 – Catastrophe avoidance – Urgent Interim Orders 

Sometimes you may be aware that the executive committee is going to make a decision that it should not make, 

and once it’s done, there is no going back from it. If Option 1 (blocking the executive committee) is not possible, 

then in some cases you can make an application for adjudication, together with an application for urgent interim 

orders from an Adjudicator. If there is the requisite degree of urgency, you may be able to procure urgent interim 

orders in as little as 48 to 72 hours to stop the issue pending further orders.  

Please see our article NCAT Strata Division Proceedings Flowchart for more details.  

However, you need to get it right first go. You don’t want to find out that you lost on a minor technicality. 

Compulsorily appointed of a managing agent by an Adjudicator – Section 162  

Under certain circumstances, you may be able to apply for orders from an Adjudicator to compulsorily appoint a 

managing agent under section 162 of the Strata Schemes Management Act 1996 to take control of the 

management of the strata scheme. These orders can include giving that managing agent the power to exercise all 

the functions of an owners corporation, or specified functions, or all functions other than specified functions. They 

can also grant similar powers in relation to that managing agent exercising powers of the chairperson, secretary, 

treasurer or executive committee of the owners corporation.  

http://www.bannermans.com.au/articles/strata-and-development/186-conveninganextraordinarygeneralmeeting
http://www.bannermans.com.au/articles/strata-and-development/186-conveninganextraordinarygeneralmeeting
http://www.bannermans.com.au/articles/strata-and-development/249-executive-committee-nominations-in-strata
http://www.bannermans.com.au/articles/strata-and-development/249-executive-committee-nominations-in-strata
http://www.bannermans.com.au/articles/strata-and-development/253-ncat-strata-division-proceedings-flowchart-2
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These orders are only available in limited circumstances, such as where the management structure of the strata 

scheme is not functioning or is not functioning satisfactorily, or other specified serious circumstances. It has been 

held that the power under section 162 is a draconian one and the Tribunal has consistently said that it should be 

exercised only in the clearest of cases. 

Please see our article Democracy Rules, OK? Well, Not Quite: Strata Managers and Section 162 Appointments for 

further details.  

 

Prepared by David Bannerman and Sven Bjerkhamn 
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http://www.bannermans.com.au/strata-and-development/articles/strata/254-democracy-rules-ok-well-not-quite-strata-managers-and-section-162-appointments

